C Y N E R G Y E D U C AT E

Cyber Education
Cyber risk will never be completely mitigated
by focusing on technology alone and, with a
large sector of the workforce embracing a more
permanent hybrid working model and with
the rise year-on-year of ransomware attacks
addressing your team’s cyber security training
needs has never been more important.
Research suggests as many as 90% of all successful cyberattacks involve some form of human error; however,
traditional security awareness training solutions often fail
to substantially impact user behaviour. Adding Cynergy
Educate to your portfolio will not only significantly improve
cyber security attitudes and behaviours, but also provide
the data you need to measure and report on its impact.
The intelligent online platform goes beyond simple
awareness training and has the ability to not only simulate
realistic phishing and smishing campaigns, but also to
react to user behaviours in real time when linked with your
SIEM, sending incident-based tailored training and policy
reminders in response to identified risky behaviour.
The combination of online and face-to-face learning,
bitesize security videos, regular individual assessments, and
interactive training sessions available in up to nine languages
cover the full spectrum of cyber security from authentication,
social engineering and data protection to mobile device,
email, web, and Wi-Fi security. Users will receive certificates
upon successful completion of the courses.
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The platform also provides metrics for analysis and
comprehensive risk and compliance reporting with
our additional service options including support with
configuration, workshops, training plans, quarterly service
reviews, and bespoke training sessions.
Cynergy Educate arms your workforce with the knowledge
and education they need to become an impenetrable layer
of defence and actively prevent the cyber threats that
technological defences can’t do alone. A cost-effective
approach to a high value outcome Cynergy Educate delivers
measurable improvements to your organisation’s cyber
security posture.
KEY BENEFITS
Reduce staff susceptibility to phishing by more than 90%
Identify policy and best practice gaps in staff
knowledge
Accurately track changes in staff cyber security
behaviours
Large training library and ability to upload company
policies
Seamless integration with Microsoft Teams
Insightful risk and compliance reporting capability
Links with SIEM alerting for reactive based training
Measurable return on investment
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Features

Platform Only

Option 1

Admin Management Console
Unlimited Phishing Security Tests
Automated Security Awareness Program
Security Hints & Tips
Out of the Box Training Courses
Automated Training Campaigns
Cyber Knowledge Assessments
Security Awareness Videos
Enterprise Risk & Compliance Reporting
Industry Phishing Benchmark Reporting
Customer Support (Business Hours)
Single Sign-On
Track Policy Staff Acceptance
Smishing Security Tests
Real-Time Intervention Awareness
Real-Time Training
Workshop
Training Plans
Platform Configuration
Teams Integration
SIEM Integration
Managed Campaigns & Simulations
Quarterly Service Review
Compliance Reporting
Bespoke Face to Face Training Sessions
Optional Extras
Ninjio & Other Extra Training Modules
Content Upload Option e.g. Policies, Videos, Presentations etc.
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English, Czech, Dutch, French, German, Polish, Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish, Chinese
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